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Einhell TC-LL 1, Laser Levelling

Lazer Leveler 

TC-LL 1, Laser Levelling 
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price Base price with tax R 540.55
Salesprice with discount 
Sales price R 540.55
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ManufacturerEinhell 

Description For use as a laser levelling or as a conventional spirit level Horizontal, vertical or diagonal laser lines and spot laser Precise laser alignment thanks to
integrated spirit levels Spot laser for the exact transfer of heights Comfortable handling thanks to the soft grip Complete with wall bracket for working
comfort 2x 1.5V AAA batteries needed (not included in delivery) 
Article description 
The Einhell laser levelling TC-LL 1 is a tool that no tool kit should be without when it comes to precision jobs: in the home, on site or for renovation work, for
installing furniture or for fitting installations on the wall with exact precision - there is no end to the potential uses. The laser levelling has a work range of
five meters, can also be used as a conventional spirit level and offers high accuracy with a deviation of just 0.5 millimeters per meter. It therefore allows
exact laser points to be marked, as well as precise lines. The laser levelling makes it easy to project installation lines, either horizontally, vertically or
diagonally, with the help of the flexible wall bracket. For precise laser alignment there are integrated spirit levels. In addition, the spot laser offers exact
transfer of heights in rooms. Comfortable and user-friendly operation is ensured by the soft grip and flexible wall bracket which are included among the
features of the Einhell laser levelling TC-LL 1. 
Technical details 

Working range - dot 20 m working range - line 5 m 

Laser class II 

Accuracy 0.5 mm/m
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